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cumulative Review Excrdscs 
[3.2] 

[3.3] 

85. Internet Plans An Inte rnet se rvice offers two plans fo r its custome rs. O ne plan includes 5 hours o f use and costs $7.95 per month. Each add iti onal minute 
<1fl er the 5 hours costs $0. 15. 171e second plan costs 
$ 19.95 per month and provides unlimited Inte rne t access. How many hours would Jake La Rue have lo 
use the Inte rnet monthly to make the second plan the less expensive? 

86. Filling a Hot Tub H ow long will it take to fill a 600-
ga llon hot tub if water is fl owing into the hot tub at a 
rate of 4 ga llons a minute? 

87. Supplementary Angles Two angles are supple me n
tary angles if the sum of the ir measures is 180°. Find 
the two supple mentary angles if the smaller angle is 30° less than half the larger angle. 
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E ·-e; . 
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-~ 
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See Exercise 86. 

[4.6] 88. Multiply (3.4 X 10- 5)(2 X 10
13

) . 

6. 7 Rational Equations: Applications 
and Problem Solving 

D Set up and solve 
applications containing 
rational expressions . 

D Set Up and Solve Applicat ions Containing Rational Expressions 
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IJ Set up and solve motion 
problems. 

Many applications of algebra involve rational equations. After we represent the application as an equation, we solve the rational equation as we did in Section 6.6. IJ Set up and solve work 
problems. 

FIGURE 6.1 

The first type of application we will consider is a geometry problem. 

EXAMPLE 1 A New Rug Mary and Larry Armstrong are interested in purchasing a carpet whose area is 60 square feet. Determine the length and width if the 
width is 5 feet less than¾ of the length. See Figure 6.1. 
Solution 
Understand and Translate Let x = length. 

Carry Out 

3 
Then - x - 5 = width. 5 

area = length · width 

60 = x(¾x - 5) 
3 

60 = 5x2 - 5x 

5 (60) = 5 (¾x2 
- sx) Multiply both sitks h1 '> . 

300 = 3x2 - 25x Distributive prnpt rt y 
was u-;cJ. 

O = 3x2 - 25x _ 300 Suhtraded 300 frnm 

or 3x2 
- 25x - 300 = O 

(3x + 20) (x - 15) = O 

both sides. 

I·aclon.:J . 
3x + 20 = 0 or x - 15 = 0 z f ero- ac1or propc1 ty 3x = -20 X = 15 

20 
x= 
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Check and Answer Si nce the le ngth of a rectangle cannot be negative, we can eli 
20 lll -

inatc - 3 as an answer to o ur prohle m . 

Check 

le ngth = x = 15 feet 

width = l ( 15) - 5 = 4 feet s 
a = lw 

60 J, 15(4 ) 

60 = 60 True 

Therefore, the length is I 5 fe et and the width is 4 feet. 

◄ 

Now Try Exercise~ 

Now we will work with a problem that expresses the relationship between two 
numbers. Problems like this are sometimes referred to as number problems. 

EXAMPLE 2 Reciprocals One number is 4 times another number. The sum of 

their reciprocals is 2-. Determine the numbers. 
2 

Solution Understand and Translate 

Let x = first number. 

Then 4x = second number. 

The reciprocal of the first number is.!. and the reciprocal of the second number is__!____ 
X ~ 

Th fh 
.. 

1
.sh 1 1 5 e sumo t elf rec1proca s 1s-, t us, - + - = -. 

Carry Out 

2 X 4x 2 

1 1 5 -+-=
x 4x 2 

4x (~ + L) = 4x (%) Multiply both siJc" b: l 

4x(~) + 4x(L) = lOx DistributiYc prnp ... ,n , 

4 + 1 = lOx 

5 = lOx 

5 
- = X 
10 

1 
- = x 
2 

( D.-h. 

Check Toe first number is ½· The second number is therefore 4x = 4(1) === 
2
· 

. . 5 • f 1 · 2 Tl recip-Let 's now check if the sum of the reciprocals 1s 2' The reciprocal o 2 1s • 1e 

1 · l . rocal of 2 is -. The sum of the rec1proca s 1s 
2 

Answer 

1 4 1 5 
2+-= - +- = -

2 2 2 2 
l 

· 5 h bers are 2 and - . Since the sum of the reciprocals 1s 2, t e two num 2 
NowTry Exercise 11 
------
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distance formula is 
11,e 

ally written as: usu 
distance = rate· time 

However, it is son1etimes 
nvenient to solve the 

co . 
formu la for t,me: 

distance _ rate· time - -rate rate 

~ = time 
rate 

distance 
or time = rate 

Section 6.7 Rational Equations: Applications and Problem Solving 

fJ Set Up and Solve Motion Problems 

ln Chapter 3 we discussed mution problems. Recall that 

distance = rate· time 

lf we solve this equation for time, we obtain 
distance d 

time = - -- or t 
rate r 

381 

This equation is useful in solving motion problems when the total time of travel for two 

objects or the time ot travel between two points is known . 

EXAMPLE 3 Canoeing Cindy Kilborn went canoeing in the Colorado River. 1 
1:I1e current in the ri_ver was 2 miles per hou~. If it took Cindy the _same amount of \ 

tlm_e to travel 10 miles downstream as 2 miles upstream, determme the speed at I 
which Cindy's canoe would travel in still water. 

Solution Understand and Translate 

Let r = the canoe's speed in still water. 

Then r + 2 = the canoe's speed traveling downstream (with current) 

and r - 2 = the canoe's speed traveling upstream (against current.) 

Direction Distance Rate l Time 

~ 
- - -

10 
Downstream 10 --

I r + 2 
I 

2 
Upstream 2 r - 2 I --

r - 2 

Since the time it takes to travel 10 miles downstream is the same as the time to travel 2 

miles upstream, we set the times equal to each other and then solve the resulting equation. 

Carry Out 

time downstream = time upstream 

10 2 

r + 2 r - 2 

l0(r - 2) = 2(r + 2) 
l0r - 20 = 2r + 4 

8r = 24 

r = 3 

Cross-multipli~d. 

Check and Answer A check will show that 3 satisfies the equation. Thus, the canoe 

would travel at 3 miles per hour in still water. 
NowTry Exercise 1 

EXAMPLE 4 Scenic Route Shelby Kaylor drives along Route 72 in Oahu, Hawai 

Because of the beautiful scenery she drives an average of 20 miles per hour. Then sh 

drives inland and averages 65 miles per hour. If the total distance she drove was l C 

miles and the total time she drove was 3.5 hours, how long did she drive at each speec 

Solution Understand and Translate 

Let d = distance traveled at 20 miles per hour. 

Then 100 - d = distance traveled at 65 miles per hour. 

Direction Distance Rate Time 

; d 
Shoreline d I 20 

I . 20 
-- -- ·--- T -- ---\--- --

I 

I 100 - cl 
Inland 100 - d I 65 

I 65 
_..l_ 
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Since the to tal time spent drivin g is 3.5 ho urs, we write 

time alon g shore line + time inland = 3.5 hours 

Ca rry Out 

d + JOO - d = 3.5 
2() 65 

( d mo - d) = 260(3 5) 260 20 + 65 ·-

2~0- c:~) + 260- ( 1 O~~ d) = 910 

13d + 4(100 - d) = 910 
13d + 400 - 4d = 910 

9d + 400 = 910 
9d = 510 

d = 510 
9 

d ~ 57 

M11ltiply hrith side, hv 
the I .CD, 2Fif1. • 

I Ji"> tnh utivc: prripcrt~ 

◄ 

Answer Remember that the question asked us to find the time spent traveling at 
each speed. The variable d represents the distance traveled at 20 miles per hour. To 

find the time traveled and to answer the question asked, we need to evaluate !!__ and 
100 - d 20 I 

65 
ford = 57. 

Time at 20 mph Time at 65 mph 
d 57 
20 = 20 ~ 2·9 

100 - d 100 - 57 43 
65 65 = 65 ~ 0·6 

Thus, Shelby drove about 2.9 hours along the shoreline and about 0.6 hours inland. 
The total time was 2.9 + 0.6 or 3.5 hours. 

NowTr -~: 'T ise 17 

EXAMPLE 5 Distance of a Race At a fund-raising race participants can either 
bike, walk, or run. Kim Clark, who rode a bike, completed the entire distance of the 
race with an average speed of 16 kilometers per hour (kph). Steve Schwartz, who 
jogged, completed the entire distance with an average speed of 5 kph. If Kim com
pleted the race in 2.75 hours less time than Steve did, determine the distance the race 
covered. 

Solution Understand and Translate Let d = the distance from the start to the 
finish of the race. Then we can construct the following table. To determine the time, 
we divide the distance by the rate. 

i" 
Person Distance Rate ' Time 

Kim 

Steve 

d l 
------+--· - - -----r --t 

I 

d I 5 I _____ __,_ ________ _} ________ ---- -

l . th Steve did. We are given that Kim completed the race in 2.75 hours ess time an 
I 

rs 
Therefore, to make Kim's and Steve's times equal, we need to subtract 2-75 10

u 
from Steve's time (or add 2.75 hours to Kim's time). 

16 
d 

16 

d 

5 

Time for Kim = Time for Steve - 2.75 hours 

3:__ = ~ - 2.75 
16 5 
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Problems where two or more 
people or machines work 

. together to complete a task 
are referred to as work 
problems 

, Understanding -- -
f Algebra 

I If joAnn can perform a task in 
/ 6 hours, then her rate of work 
I • 1 
; rs 6 task per hour. 

' If she then works t hours, 
I the amount of work she has 

completed is represented as 
1 t 
6 · t or - of the task. 

' 6 

Section 6.7 Rational Equations: Applications and Problem Solving 

Ca rry Out so(:6) = so(1- 2.75) 
Multiply both sides by the 

LCD. SO. 

383 

5d = so(~) - 80(2.75) Dis; ll ib uti ve prope rty was used . 

5d = 16d - 220 

- lld = - 220 

cl = 20 

Check and Answer To check this answer we will determine the times it took Kim 
and Steve to complete the race and see if the difference between the times is 2.75 
hours. To determine the times, divide the distance, 20 kilometers, by the rate. 

d 20 
Kim's time = - = - = 1.25 hours 

16 16 

. d 20 
Steve's time = - = - = 4 hours 

5 5 
Since 4 - 1.25 = 2.75 hours, the answer checks. Therefore the distance the race cov
ered is 20 kilometers. 

NowTry Exercise 25 

II Set Up and Solve Work Problems 

When two machines or two people work together to get a job done, the situation leads 
to solving a work problem. To solve work problems, we use the fact summarized in the 
following diagram: 

(

part of task done) ( part of task done ) ( 1 ) 
by one pe~son + by second ~erson = ( one completed) 

or machme or machine task 

To determine the part of the task done by each person or machine, we use the follow
ing formula: 

rate of work· time worked = part of task completed 

An important step in solving these problems is determining the rate of work. 
Consider the following examples: 

• If Joe can do a task by himself in 5 hours, his rate is¼ of the task per hour. 

• If Yoko can do a task by herself in 4 hours, her rate is l of the task per hour. 

1 
• If a pump can empty a 10-gallon tank in 1 hour, its rate is 

10 
of a gallon per hour. 

In general, if a task can get done in x hours, then the rate for completing that tas k is J_ 
\' of the task per hour. , 

EXAMPLE 6 Plowing a Field Bob can plow a field by himself in 20 ho urs. His 
wife, Mary, can plow the same field by herself in 30 hours. How long will it take them 
to plow the field if they work together? 

Solution Understand and Translate Let t = the time, in hours, for Bob and 
Mary working together to plow the fi eld. We will construct a table to help us in find
ing the part of the task completed by Bob and Mary in t hours. 
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-

Pe rson 

Bob 

Mary 

Rate of Work 
(part of the task completed per hour) 

I 

20 

1 

30 
- I 

Time j ~ f Worked Task 

I _!_ 
20 1-- - 1---

1 I 

_ L 30 

(
part of the field plowed) + (part of the field plowed) 

by Bob int hours by Mary int hours = 1 ( entire field plowed) 

t 

20 
+ 

l 

30 
= 1 

Carry Out Now multiply both sides of the equation by the LCD, 60. 

60 (_!__ + _t ) = 60 · 1 
20 30 

-60-(~) + 4-(~) = 60 Distributi \e p ,op~n: 

3t + 2t = 60 

St= 60 

t = 12 

Answer Thus, Bob and Mary working together can plow the field in 12 hours. We 
leave the check for you. 

NowTry !?,<erci se 27 

1 

,-t=NM@• t@e-------
1 In Example 6, Bob could plow the field by himself in 20 hours, and Mary could p low the field 

by herself in 30 hours. We determined that together they could plow the field in 12 hours. 
Does this answer make sense? Since you would expect the time to plow the field together to 
be less than the time either of them could plow it alone, the answer makes sense. 

EXAMPLE 7 Storing Wine At a winery in Napa Valley, California, one pipe can 
fill a tank with wine in 3 hours and another pipe can empty the tank in 5 hours. If the 
valves to both pipes are open, how long will it take to fill the empty tank? 

Solution Understand and Translate Lett = amount of time to fill the tank with 
the values to both pipes open. 

Pipe 

Pipe filling tank 

Pipe emptying tank 

----;-
Rate of Work Time 

1 
3 

1 

5 

Part of Task 

5 

As one pipe is filling, the other is emptying the tank. Therefore, instead of adding 
th

e 
parts of the task, we will subtract the parts of the task. 

( 
part of tank ) _ ( p~rt 0_f tank ) = 1 ( total tank filled ) 

filled int hours emptied tn t hours 

t t 
--- =l 
3 5 
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In Example 8, notice that if 
two people were to work at 
Linda's rate, they would clean 

1 7 1 the house in 2 x 7 = 2, or 32, 
hours. 

Since Linda and John 
together clean the house in 
4 hours, we know that John 
cleans at a slower rate than 
Linda! 

This is one way to 
determine that our answer 
makes sense. 
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Carry Out 15 (!_ - !_) = 15 · 1 
3 5 

1\ ( ; ) - I , ( ~) = 1 s 
St - 31 = 15 

21 = 15 

1 
l = 7 -

2 

Mu lt iply both side, by t he 
I C D. l '.'i . 

I Ji,;;1rihutivc prnpc rty ww; used . 

Check and Answe r The tank will be till ed in 7 ! hours. This answer is reasonable be-2 
cause we expect it to take longe r than 3 hours when the tank is being drained at the 
same time. 

NowTry Exercise 35 

EXAMPLE 8 Cleaning Service Linda and John Franco own a house cleaning , 
service. When Linda cleans Damon's house by herself, it takes 7 hours. When Linda 
and John work together, they can clean the house in 4 hours. How long will it take 
John to clean the house by himself? 

Solution Lett = time for John to clean the house by himself. Then John's rate is 

! _ Since Linda can clean the house by herself in 7 hours, her rate is! of the job per t 7 
hour. In the table below, we use the fact that together they can clean the house in 4 hours. 

Carry Out 

Worker Rate of Work Time Part of Task 
-- -- - -- - ---- -- ---- - -- - - -

Linda 1 
4 4 - -

7 7 

John 1 
4 

4 - -
t t 

( 
part of house ) ( part of house ) 

cleaned by Linda + cleaned by John = 1 

4 4 
7 + t = 1 

7< ⇒ + ~) = 7t · l Multiply both sides by the LCD, 71 . 

;rr(!) + 7,t( ~ ) = 7t Distributive propert y was u-;cd . 

4t + 28 = 7t 

28 = 3t 

28 - = t 
3 

1 
9- = t 

3 

Check and Answer Thus, it takes John 9 _!_ hours, or 9 hours 20 minutes to clean the 3 ' 
house by himself. This answer is reasonable because we expect it to take longer for 
John to clean the house by himself than it would for Linda and John working together. 

Now Try Exercise 39 
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EXERCISE SET 6. 7 
Warm-Up Exercises 

Peter and Kaitlyn Kewin are hanctwr' . 
EXA M PLE 9 Thank-You Notesded their 20th wedding anniversary party t~g 
thank-you notes to guests who atten . 6 hours and Peter could write all th · an. 
lyn by herself could write all the notes mb writing thank-you notes for 4 he notes 
l I · · Af Kaitlyn has een ours b )Y 11mself 111 LO hours. ter . · .'. Peter then continues the task of writin Y 
herse lf, she must leave town°? b_usmess. er to finish writing the remainin g the 
thank-you notes. How long will it take Pet . . g notes? 

Solution Understand and Translate Let t = time ,t will take Peter to finish 

writing the notes. 

Person T·me Part of Task 
Rate of Work 1 

• 

Kaitlyn 

Peter - -+---1-_-:-_1=\! _ 
(

part of notes written) + (part of notes written) = 1 
by Kaitlyn by Peter 

2 

3 
+ 

t 

10 
= 1 

Carry Out 30 (~ + _£__) = 30 • l Multip ly both sides by L 1e LCD. 30. 
3 10 

10(2) 3([) .JO' 3' + .Jo- Jff = 30 Distributive propen, 
I 1 

20 + 3t = 30 

3t = 10 

t = 10 
or 3~ 

3 3 

Answer Thus, it will take Peter 3 ½ hours to complete the notes. 

MathLXI' MyMathLal!l) 
MathXL ® MyMathlab 

Now T. ,- •~ xercise 37 .. _ _ j 

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word, phrase, or symbol(s) from the following list. 

1 hour 
1 
5 

1 
3 

distance 

rate 

1. In most work problems, one side of the equation is 1. The 1 
represents _____ _ 

2. If Harlan Bricker can paint a room in 3 hours by himself, 
then his rate of work is ______ of the task per 

hour. 

rate 

distance 3 l complete task 

3. If Michelle Slocum can complete a task in 5 hours,,::; 
represents the part of the task cornP 

by her in one hour. 
. \l'e 

4. If we solve the equation distance = rate. time for urne, 
get, time = 
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Practice the Skills • Problem Solvin~ 

/11 Exercises 5- 36. solve the pro/Jlem and answer the question. 

Geornetry Problems; see Example 1. 

5. Packaging Computers 171c Phillips Paper Company makes 
rectangular pieces uf cardboard for packing computers. The 
sheets of cardboa rd are lo have an area of 99 square inches, 

and th e length of a sheet is to be 5 inches more than ~ its 
width. Determine the length and width of the cardboai~ to 
be manufactured. Use A = l · w . 

6. Carr)'•On Luggage . On most airlines carry-on luggage can 
have a maxmrnm width of 10 inches with a maximum volume 
of 3840 cubic inches (see the figure). If the height of the 

. 2 
luggage 1s 3 the length , determine the dimensions of the 

largest piece of carry-on luggage. Use V = lwh. 

l 
h 

j 
(----l 

.,..- 7. Triangles of Dough Pillsbury Crescent Rolls are packaged in 
tubes that contain perforated triangles of dough. The base of 
the triangular piece of dough is about 5 centimeters more than 
its height. Determine the base and height of a piece of dough 

if the area is about 42 square centimeters. Use A = I_ bh. 
2 

8. Yield Sign Yield right of way signs used in the United States 
are triangles. The area of the sign is about 558 square inches. The 
height of the sign is about 5 inches less than its base. Determine 
the length of the base of a yield right of way sign. 

9. Triangular Garden A triangular area is 20 square feet. Find 
the base of the triangular area if the height is 1 foot more 

1 1 
than 2 the base. Use A = 2 bh. 

10. Roofing One side of the roof of Shelby Kaylor's house is in 
the shape of a trapezoid and has an area of 200 square feet. If 

the height of the trapezoid is I_ the sum of the 2 bases, deter-
4 

1 
mine the height of the trapezoid. Use A = 2 h(b + d). 

b 

d 

Number Problems; see Example 2. 

11. Difference of Numbers One number is 9 limes larger than 
another. The difference of their reciprocals is l. Determine 
the two numbers. 

12. Sum of Numbers One number is 3 times larger than another. 
4 

The sum of their reciprocals is 3' Determine the two 
numbers. 

3 
,., .. -13. Increased Numerator The numerator of the fraction 4 is in-

creased by an amount so that the value of the resulting frac-
5 

tion is i Determine the amount by which the numerator was 

increased. 

14. Decreased Denominator The denominator of the fraction 

~ is decreased by an amount so that the value of the re-
21 
suiting fraction is½· Determine the amount by which the de-

nominator was decreased. 

Motion Problems; see Examples 3-5. 

15. Paddleboat Ride In the Mississippi River near New Or
leans, the Creole Queen paddleboat travels 6 miles upstream 
(against the current) in the same amount of time it travels 12 
miles downstream (with the current) . If the current of the 
river is 3 miles per hour, determine the speed of the Creole 
Queen in still water. 

16. Kayak Ride Kathy Boothby-Sestak can paddle her kayak 6 
miles per hour in still water. It takes her as long to paddle 5 
miles upstream as 10 miles downstream in the Wabash River 
near Lafayette, Indiana. Determine the river's current. 

17. Trolley Ride A trolley travels in one direction at an average 
of 12 miles per hour, then turns around and travels on the 
same track in the opposite direction at 12 miles per hour. If 

the total time traveling on the trolley is 2½ hours, how far did 

the trolley travel in one direction? 

18. Motorcycle Trip Brandy Dawson and Jason Dodoe start a 
e, 

motorcycle trip at the same point north of Fort Worth, Texas. 
Both are traveling to San Antonio, Texas, a distance of about 
400 kilometers. Brandy rides 30 kilometers per hour faster 
than Jason does. When Brandy reaches her destination , Jason 
has only traveled to Austin, Texas, a distance of about 250 
kilometers. Determine the approximate speed of each mo
torcycle. 

•...- 19. Jet Flight Elenore Morales traveled 1600 miles by commer
cial jet from Kansas City, Missouri , to Spokane, Washington . 
She then traveled an additional 500 miles on a private 
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propeller 11h 11 f S 
. , , s ' . e rom pok ,111 c l o Billings. Montana . If the 
speed of the IC!,., . . 4 t· 1 . ·•clS 1111es t 1c speed of the propeller plane 
<1 nd th e tota l r . · 1 , • . 

. 1111 c 111 l le ,1 1r w;is 6 hours. determine the speed 
ol each pl<1ne. 

20. Exercise ReginP c~1 .· u . . . 

. en 111 s uark er walks a distance o f 2 miles 

on an mdoor tr ·-ick , d ti · · • • 
• .i n 1e11 ,1ogs al twice his walk111g speed 

for anoth er 2 1 ·1, - 1,· 1 . . 
· 111 cs. t 1e total time spent on !he track 

was one hour d ' t · · -, I • 
. • l e1111111c t 1e speeds at which he walks and 
,1ogs. 

21. 
No Wake Zone Alisha is tra ve ling by motorboa t from her 

dock to P·1r·:1d ise I · I· d WI ·1 I · . 

22. 

' • " · s c1 n . 11 e s 1e 1s 111 a no wake zone her 

average spel'd is 4 miles per hour. Once she leaves th~ no 

wake zone. her average speed is 28 miles per hour. H the total 

distance traveled from her dock to the isl and is 36.6 miles 

and th~ tota l time of the trip is 1.7 hours. determine the dis

tance from her dock to the end of the no wake zone and the 

distance from the encl of the no wake zone to Paradise 

Island . 

;he Tail of the Dragon US 129 in Tennessee is a very popu

ar road for motorcyclists because one stretch of that road 

h~s -! 18 ~urves _a ud is called '!be Tail of the Dragon. Larry 

G1l11~an iode his motorcycle 111 one direction and averaged 

22 miles per hour. On the return trip it was raining and he 

only averaged 11 miles per hour. If the round trip took 1.5 

hours. what IS the length of The Tail of the Dragon? 

23. Headwind and Tailwind A Boeing 747 flew from San 

Francisco to Honolulu, a distance of 2900 miles. Flying 

with the wind , it averaged 600 miles per hour. When the 

wind changed from a tailwind to a headwind , the plane 's 

speed dropped to 550 miles per hour. If the total time of 

the trip was 5 hours, determine the length of time it flew at 

each speed. 

24. Thalys Train The Thalys train in Europe has been known to 

travel an average 240 kilometers per hour (kph). Prior to 

using the Thalys trains in Europe, trains traveled an average 

speed of 120 kph. If a Thalys train traveling from Brussels to 

Amsterdam can complete its trip in 0.88 ho ur less time than 

an older train, determine the distance from Brussels to 

Amsterdam. 

cu 
00 
C: 

<,: 

"" C: 
Q) 

~ 

iQ) E-;.1------.:.:...====-
Thalys train 

25. Water Skiers At a water show a boat pulls a water sk· 

speed of 30 fee t per second. When it reaches the e dier at a 

26. 

n of th 
lake, more skie rs are added to be pulled by the bo e 

hoat 's speed drops to 25 feet per second. If the boat:, _so the 

th e sa me distance on both trips and the trip back with r~velect 

ditional skiers took 8 seconds longer than the trip t e act. 

. I k . h f . f . ct · With th 
s111g e s ,er, ow ar. in eet, in one 1rection, had the e 

traveled? boat 

~-
' 

. 

" 

.,.c,.....,...,,. __ ___,,:::'.-;' -ft~ 
Cro_ss-C~~ntry Skiing Alana Bradley and her father Tim 

beg111 skung the same cross-country ski trail in Elmw d 
. . k oo 

Park 111 Sioux Falls, South Da ota, at the same time. If Ala 

who averages 9 miles per hour, finishes the trail 0.25 ho:~ 

sooner than her father, who averages 6 miles per hour, deter

mine the length of the trail. 

Work Problems; see Examples 6-9 . 

._ 27. Wallpaper Reynaldo and Felicia Fernandez decide to wal!

p_aper their family room. Felicia, who has wallpapering expe

nence, can wallpaper the room in 6 hours. Reynaldo can 

wallpaper the same room in 8 hours. How long will it take 

them to wallpaper the family room if they work together? 

28. Conveyor Belt At a salt mine, one conveyor belt requires 20 

minutes to fill a large truck with ore. A second conveyor belt 

requires 30 minutes to fill the same truck with ore. H~w long 

would it take if both conveyor belts were workino tooethe; 

to fill the truck with ore? 
0 0 

29. Picking Peaches In a peach orchard in Wiiliamson, New 

York, Gary Rominger can load his truck wirh peaches in 6 

hours. His friend, Alex Taurke, takes twice as Jong to load 

Gary's truck with peaches. How long will it ia ke them work· 

ing together to load the truck with peaches? 

30. 

31. 

-6 

~ 
Q) 

"' ::, 
.c 
V') 

:s;; 
Q) 

0 

~ 
"' "' E 
.2 
iQ) 

·1 can water 
Watering Plants In a small nursery, Becky Hat ey . zaffi• 

all the plants in 30 minutes. Her co-worker, Karen ~ri: take 

can water all the plants in 20 minutes. How long wt 
1 

them working together to water the plants? ·o-
. . rn in 60 nil 

Painting a Room Enc K weeder can patnt a roo . 40 Jllio-

utes. His brother, Jessup, can paint the ~ame roo;e;to paiJJI 

utes. How long will it take them workmg toge 

the room? 
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J2. Tree Chi1>ping Th e C lc.,1rC ut Tree Se rvice has two m u d e ls 
t1f chippers. th e " Pirnte ·· nnd th e " Ninja ." Th e Pirat e ca n 
chip a 20-tt,n lnn d of trees in 2 hours ~vhik th e Ninj a ca n 
L'11ip ;1 20-to n l\l ad o f trees in 4 lrnurs. I low lon g will it tak e 
the tWll chippe rs W\l rkin g s imultaneous ly l t l chip th e 20-tun 
lo.id t1I tree s ·_, 

33. Hot Tub Pam and Loren Fornieri know that their hot tub 
can be fi lled in 40 minutes and drained completely in 60 min
utes. If the water is turned on and the drain is left open, how 
long would it take the tub to fill completely? 

34. Filling a Tank During a rainstorm, the rain is flowing into a 
large holding tank. At the rate the rain is falling, the empty 
tank would fill in 8 hours. At the bottom of the tank is a spig
ot to dispense water. Typically, it takes about 12 hours with 
the spigot wide open to empty the water in a full tank. If the 
tank is empty and the spigot has been accidentally left open, 
and the rain falls at the constant rate, how long would it take 
for the tank to fill completely? 

35. Payroll Checks At the Community Savings Bank, it takes a 
computer 40 minutes to process and print payroll checks. 
When a second computer is used and the two computers 
work together, the checks can be processed and printed in 24 
minutes. H ow long would it take the second computer by it
self to process and print the payroll checks? 

36. Flowing Water When the water is turned on and passes 
through a small hose, a pool can be filled in 6 hours. When 
the water is turned on at two spigots and passes through both 
the small hose and a large hose, the pool can be filled in 2 
hours. How long would it take to fill the pool using only the 
large hose? 

.,. 37. Digging a Trench A construction company wit~ two b~ck
hoes has contracted to dig a long trench for dramage pipes. 
The larger backhoe can dig the entire tre~ch by itself i_n 12 
days. The smaller backhoe can dig the en_tJre trench by itself 
in 15 days. The large backhoe begins workmg ~n the tr~nch by 
itself, but after 5 days it is transferred to a different JOb and 
the smaller backhoe begins working on the trench. How long 
will it take for the smaller backhoe to complete the job? 

.'9. Snowstorm f'ollowin g a sno wsto rm . Ke n and Be ttina Reeves 
must cl ear th e ir dri ve wa y a nd side wa lk . Ke n can clear the snow 
h y himself in 4 ho ur,;;, a nd Be ttin a ca n cle ar the snow by herself 
in 6 hours. /\ft e r B e ttin a has heen working for 3 hours, Ken is 
abl e to jo in he r. H o w muc h lo nge r will it take the m wo rking to
ge th e r to re move th e res t of th e s now? 

40. Photocopying The College of Applied Science just added two 
new photocopier machines to its business office and retained 
one older machine. The older machine, working alone, can 
copy a full set of diplomas in 3 hours. Each of the two new ma
chines, working alone, can copy a full set of diplomas in 2 
hours. 
a) How long would it take the three copiers working together 

to copy a full set of diplomas? 
b) How long would it take the three copiers working together 

to copy 100 full sets of diplomas? 
41. Skimming Oil A boat designed to skim oil off the surface of 

the water has two skimmers. One skimmer can fill the boat's 
holding tank in 60 hours while the second skimmer can fill the 
boat's holding tank in 50 hours. There is also a valve in the 
holding tank that is used to transfer the oil to a larger vessel. If 
no new oil is coming into the holding tank, a full holding tank 
of skimmed oil can be transferred to a larger tank in 30 hours. 
If both skimmers begin skimming and the valve on the holding 
tank is opened, how long will it take for the empty holding 
tank on the boat to fill? 

42. Flower Garden Bob can plant a flower garden by himself in 8 
hours. Mary can plant the same garden by herself in 10 hours, 
and Gloria can plant the same garden by herself in 12 hours. 
How long would it take them working together to plant the 
garden? 

38. Deliver of Food Ian and Nicole Murphy deliver fo~d to var
ious re?taurants. If Ian drove the entire trip, the ~np wou~d 
take about 10 hours. If Nicole drove the entire tn~, _the tnp 
would take about 8 hours.After Nicole had been dnvmg for_ 4 
hours, Ian takes over the driving. About ho~ m_uch? longer will 
Ian drive before they reach their final destmation · 
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